PRECISION SEEDER
RETROFIT YOUR AIR SEEDER
FOR ONE PASS SEEDING
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FIELD TESTED RESULTS
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5.5" long-lasting cast chrome seed shoes allow for
evenly spaced 1" seed rows. Peacock custom designed
wear wings provide an undisturbed shelf for perfect
seed to soil contact and the ability to function in clay
soils.

B

The rubber cushioned bushing allows for lateral flex
necessary for moving around rigid obstructions.
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Fully adjustable seed depth control.

D

Two rubber packing wheels running on quality sealed
bearings are spaced to pack each of the two rows of
seed providing excellent soil to seed contact.
www.grasshoppercontrol.com

Seeds

Fertilizer

Carbide Tip Knife
The precision seeder
Shoe
design puts the seed in a
paired row with the ability to
double shoot NH3, liquid or dry
fertilizer. The fertilizer is placed up to
2” below & 2” beside the paired row.

∆

Wear
Wing

The precision seeder attachment can easily be attached to any heavy duty cultivator with a 400lb. or more trip.

∆
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No holes or welding necessary.

Chrome seed shoes are easily replaced by undoing one bolt.

∆ If the cultivator shank trips, the seeding attachment can pivot to avoid striking the cultivator frame.
∆ The spacing options will be determined by your existing cultivator, with up to 15" shank spacing.
∆ Everything is supplied for easy attachment to your existing air seeder or cultivator.
∆ Fully adjustable seed depth control.
∆ The seeder shoe is continuously self-adjusting to maintain perfect seed depth control.
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The unique knife and seed shoe combination disturbs just
enough soil to help warm the seeded rows for germination.
Our paired row system prepares the ground for easier seed
root access to the fertilizer deposit before the weeds, thus
early crop domination pushing weeds aside for cleaner,
healthier crops.

PEACOCK INDUSTRIES
PARTNERSHIP
Box 750, Hague, SK
Canada S0K 1X0
Bus: (306) 225-4691
Fax: (306) 225-4600
Email: peacockwagner@sasktel.net
www.grasshoppercontrol.com

1 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL MATERIAL & WORKMANSHIP
FARM TESTED / FARM DESIGNED / MADE IN CANADA

